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About This Game

True Fear: Forsaken Souls Part 2 is the sequel to one of the best rated
horror escape games, acclaimed for its story and the atmosphere of

horror mystery.

True Fear: Forsaken Souls Part 1 is #3 on GamesRadar “The 10 best hidden
object games you can play right now” list, praised for an “engrossing

puzzle gameplay“ and being a “impressively scream-worthy experience”.
We've built on our know-how of making a story rich horror mystery escape

game to craft a better and significantly longer adventure sequel.

Holly Stonehouse followed the clues from her old family house to finally
arrive at the Dark Falls Asylum and again see that someone was there

before her, waiting for her. However this time she is no longer a
spectator and what follows her is no longer just a shadow - the danger

is real as the Asylum comes alive at night. Collecting clues, going
through notes and photographs, unlocking devious puzzles and

constructing complex chains of adventure actions, help Holly escape the
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night and find the answers. Was her mother crazy or was there really
another sister? Did her mother commit suicide? How could Dahlia “come

back” after the fire and who or what is the terrifying thing that Holly
saw at Heather's house and that kept following her ever since?

True Fear: Forsaken Souls is a trilogy and Part 2, longer, with twice
the puzzles and with even better graphics, will not disappoint you! If

you are new to the series, please try the free demo!

- Explore a large open world.

- Use Map for fast traveling.

- Solve more than 40 puzzles.

- Watch over 10 minutes of elaborate cutscenes.

- Add hundreds of notes to your diary to fully immerse in the story rich mystery.

- Find 14 hidden character figurines and retrace the events.

- Unlock 30 achievements.

- Unlock Bonus Material

Find out about the sequel, share your thoughts, report issues, ask questions!
facebook.com/GoblinzGames
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Title: True Fear: Forsaken Souls Part 2
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Goblinz
Publisher:
The Digital Lounge
Franchise:
True Fear
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 1.5Ghz CPU: SSE2 instruction set support.

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (Shader model 2.0); 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian,French,German,Dutch,Portuguese,Ukrainian
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As someone who only just played the first part of True Fear a few months ago I was surprised to find that the second installment
was only a few months away from being released. To say I was excited would be a understatement! I bought it and only just
finished it moments ago and I thought I would throw my 2 cents into the pill so to say...!

(1) Okay I was a little surprised that there was no hidden object function in this game, but to be honest it didn't take away from
the game whatsoever. Don't get me wrong I love hidden object games, but I found that in part 1 that some of the hidden objects
scenes started to become repetitive and I kinda grew tired of them...

(2) I have to say part 1 had a better scare factor. Don't get me wrong part 2 had some good scares, but part 1 had me jumping a
little bit more. Now when I tell you I got the worst case of the chills when I first enter the asylum...ugh just thinking about it is
giving me the chills!

(3) The story overall is a little gumbled and the letters and notes you pick up in the game don't really shed any light on what
really happen at the Dark Falls Asylum years before. You get little bits of information here and here, but nothing jumps out at
you. Don't mind me, I'm just impatient lol...!

Whoa... as I read this little review of mine it might seem like I didn't like the game, but that isn't the case. I guess I was
just...expecting more then what was given. Anyway in the end I found that this game was fun and I can't wait for part 3 to be
released! Would I recommend this game; yes!. I cant believe i waited so ;long for this....disappointing!. I picked up True Fear:
Forsaken Souls Part 1 some time ago and only just played it. Immediately I NEEDED to play Part 2.

Both these games are extremely well designed, engaging, mysterious, and creepy as hell. I only have 2 complaints.

1. Jump scares are cheap. The rest of everything is super creepy and there are ways to get even creepier without resorting to
jump scares.

2. Part 3 isn't out and could take some time and I NEED TO KNOW!!!!

If you play any escape-type games this is a MUST play.. Amazing follow-up to part 1. The game is bigger, with more complex
story and high quality graphics, animations and gameplay.
There is some annoying pixel hunting this time, with easy to miss hot spots and items blending into background. Unlike part 1, I
actually had to consult a walkthrough several times (played on expert). But I still recommend playing without using hints (if
possible), relying on clues in your journal instead. The gameplay is much more rewarding this way.. Excellent followup to
original. Spooky, atmospheric, perfect level of challenge.. Fabulous game that is less hidden objects and more puzzle
adventures. Intriguing story that had my attention all the way to the end. Beautiful graphics both 2d and animated. Buy this game
if you love HOPA games!. Holly Stonehouse is lonely, her last single friend has married and Holly feels her chance for real love
has past her by.

Her friends decide she needs a man in her life and send her on a vacation to Dark Falls asylum looking for the love of her life.
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This is where the fun and hilarity ensues

From the director that brought you "sleepless in a coffin" and the box office hit "the funeral planner"
Comes the must see romantic comedy of the summer!

Critics say-
"you'll die laughing.." rolling bones

"It's Harry met Sally but Harry's a decomposing corpse that shows Sally how to love, live and
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 finally"... Roger Eboo

"If only real life was this romantic and obese people loved like this.."
Movie Bob
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I, like many others waited patiently for five years for this game and I haven't been disappointed. The game is a little glitchy in
places as others have pointed out so I won't go into any details. I highly recommend the game and will play again I'm sure when
the minute problems have been ironed out. Thank you Goblinz team, I look forward to playing part three.

Ok so I reviewed the game after only around an hours play. As I got deeper into the game i realised it's riddled with bugs. I have
never used a hint button in a game so much in my life. I realise the team rushed the game through and the devs weren't 100%
happy with the final product, promising fixes along the way, but honestly, I would have rather waited another month until the
bugs were fixed.

For me, it's not a patch on True Fear part 1 but a good effort for five years in the making!. And finally - here is the part two!
God, I waited for this for so long, and I am not disappointed. Spooky atmosphere of emptiness and loneliness is here again, with
lot of interesting puzzles, scenes, sounds and jump scares. Although I must say that the second part is not as scary as the first
one, and I didn't learn almost anything new about the story, maybe just a little bit (I guess I figured out a lot of the story, by
myself in the first game). Nonetheless, I loved the game. I can not wait for the next part to play it, and find out if I got the story
right, or if it has some unexpected twist. And I really hope that I will not have to wait for the last part this long.
Great work, people form 'Goblinz', keep up the good work!. There are a number of bugs with the hint function being too close
to the map and accidentally clicking the map only to lose the hint I was about to use. Also, why does using the map reset the
hint?

Either way, good game, the story is (obviously) unfinished so here's hoping the third one comes out soon.. If you like creative
puzzles and compelling narratives, this is the game for you. Sometimes the game can feel somewhat directionless, but this is a
minor issue in the grand scheme of things. I only wish more games were like this.. This was the best game I have played! I
thoroughly enjoyed it! Story, graphics, everything was superb! Can't wait for the next installment!. Rly cool game, i hope the
extra chapter will come soon :P i need more. I am so glad to see this game come out@ It was so worth waiting for! I got drawn
in right away, and love every aspect of the game. The storyline gets your attention, and the cut scenes only add to the drama. The
music is suspenseful, and you don't know when something might jump out at you, or something will go dark. Definitely worth
getting! A great game from a great developer!. While some of the fans are disappointed with how non-horror the second part is,
this game thrills and puzzles the minds of billions of True Fear fans around the globe. Yes, I have to say that it’s the longest and
the most complex (not to say perplex) game I have ever played. It is imbued with as much story as controversy.

I am not talking about notoriety, I am talking about perplexity in the sense that this game strikes you from the moment you first
see a tool box under a disrepaired bridge, from the moment you hear a gun shot in the air, from the moment you see a red shawl
flying above your head to the moment you realize that the exact same tool box, the same gun, shawl or any item you possess in
your inventory are the same things that you have witnessed in the beginning of the game while being used by somebody that is a
few hours ahead of you. And you know what. Exactly. It’s actually YOU.

No, I’m not wrong. You read that correctly. This game, apart from its predecessor, deals with time paradoxes, time shifting,
time controversy, even shape shifting, perplexing timing, puzzling history (an asylum history to be precise), and everything that
blows up your mind. There are a few scares here or there; however, the main thing is that this game twitches your mind. I don’t
know if this was meant by Dimmie himself or by the other developers, but this game is awesome!

I recommended it, although, some of the fans are unhappy the way it turned out. Don’t let their experience ruin your
expectations. If you’ll be attentive enough, you might come up with your own theory which I am willing to hear.

Moving back to this review, True Fear: Forsaken Souls Part 2 is as magnificent as its predecessor because of its outstanding
graphics, storyline and puzzles. This game as also a hidden timer! During the first half an hour within the game, the sun will
eventually set, leaving you stranded in the Administration building all alone in the dark.

About the music. The developers promised to fix the music during this month of November while releasing the Mac and iOS
version altogether with the French and German translations.

Unlike its predecessor, the game’s Bonus Chapter is in the making. However, the fans are excited with the uploaded images that
the developers is gladly sharing with their fans on Facebook. I hope to play it as soon as possible and I wish the devs all the best!

This game has been nominated for “The Best Alternate History” Award on Steam.. A point-and-click adventure game with
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horror elements that sends you to an insane asylum to find out what is wrong with your family.

The Good:

A HOG that doesn't have bad or meh voice acting, but good voice acting.

The game is long, especially for a HOG. Apparently the devs decided to merge content that was originally going
to be extra (and there's more to come!)

Horror elements.

The story doesn't seem like an afterthought or that it's there just for the sake of being there.

The Neutral:

If you are a completionist, there are a couple of achievements that require you to complete Part 1. However, if
you play Part 2 and skip Part 1, you're cheating yourself. Both games are worth the money.

Initially the game had several issues, but the devs fixed them and I was able to get 100% completion in the
game.

Unlike Part 1, there aren't any hidden object scenes in the game. Personally, I don't feel this is to the game's
detriment.

The Bad:

I encountered an issue where I could no longer access my inventory or interact with scenes. Restarting the game
did fix this, so nothing gamebreaking and it only happened once.

There are a couple of scenes that could use more sound effects.

Pro Tips:

The devs actually listen and fix issues in the game, so share issues on the forums.

The game has a good community that is willing to help out if you're stuck or have some sort of issue.

After completing the game, it's obvious why it took the devs a while to finish this entry in the series. Part 2 was a
greater effort compared to Part 1 (which is already a well-made game). This series definitely stands out, and I look
forward to additional content and Part 3.
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